See, Automate, Protect: Make Your Network Threat-Aware with Juniper SecIntel

A cyberwar is upon us. It's estimated that the connected era will see cybercrime damages of $6 trillion by 2021.¹ With every connected device being a potential threat, you need immediate access to global threat intelligence that’s always up to date. This way, attacks within your network are handled automatically.

How does it work?

By simply adding SecIntel to your existing MX Series Platforms, you can:

**MODERNIZE**
Automate and protect at scale with real-time threat intelligence from Juniper Networks® Advanced Threat Prevention, Juniper Threat Labs and industry leading threat feeds, achieving clear visibility that’s global and always up to date.

**MITIGATE**
Shut down attacks even before they begin, so your other security resources can be used to perform more advanced inspections.

**MONETIZE**
Monetize-as-a-service, providing customers access to curated threat feeds as a value-added managed service in addition to connectivity, giving them greater peace of mind.

Get more with what you already have.

To learn more, please visit [www.juniper.net/MXsecurity](http://www.juniper.net/MXsecurity)

¹ Cybersecurity Ventures, Official Annual Cybercrime Report, 2019
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